CRM Analyzer Playbook
TM

It’s analysis. Not analytics. CRM Analyzer is a service that leverages your existing CRM data
and analytics to find the key metrics that determine whether you win or lose business. The
result is a pinpoint recommendation on actions and investments you can make that will
deliver near-term sales improvement.
CRM Analyzer provides actionable insights that can drive sales performance
and predictability while leveraging your current CRM data and analytics
tools. It identifies current gaps and provides a framework for corrective
actions that will drive meaningful sales results.

Why

CRM Analyzer correlates data from your CRM system or analytics
tools against ‘best in class’ benchmarks for those key factors that
have been proven to drive sales success. This pinpoints
performance gaps across the entire lead-to-cash lifecycle. QSS
then provides a step-by-step list of recommendations you can
make that will improve both your revenue performance and
revenue predictability.
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QSS engages with your subject matter experts in
marketing, sales, sales operations and CRM
administration to collect the necessary data points.
The CRM Analyzer results and QSS recommendations
will be documented and delivered to the designated
executives and managers that both benefit and drive
the recommended changes.
We gather specific data points and sales metrics from your
existing CRM system. We anonymize your data, load it into our
CRM Analyzer application, and run correlation analyses against a
refined list of ‘best in class’ metrics. Finally, QSS works with your
sales management and sales operations professionals to review
the results and develop a pinpoint list of recommendations to
improve sales performance and predictability.

CRM Analyzer is the foundation when starting any CRM improvement
project or when you have too much data and limited resources or skills to
convert that data into action.

Benefits
CRM Analyzer improves the efficiency and effectiveness of your marketing and sales efforts by improving the
performance of your lead-to-closed/won infrastructure. The recommendations document provides pinpoint actions
and investments you can take to increase the volume and velocity of quality opportunities.
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CRM Analyzer – It’s analysis, not analytics.
Don’t get blinded by data. Align analytics to insights and actions that drive improved sales performance. Focus your
sales operations efforts on providing consistent reporting and dashboards in 4 key areas:
• Strategy: aligning the organization to meet near and long-term bookings and revenue goals
• Structure: analysis of the existing process to ensure they align across the organization
• Enablers: revenue and performance insights to provide early warning to desired targets
• Management: drive enterprise collaboration aligned to sales performance and profitability

How does CRM Analyzer work?
CRM Analyzer leverages your existing CRM data
and analytics solution. It’s not a replacement of
your analytics platform. QSS works with you to
gather the necessary data points and we then take
it from there.
If you are concerned about your existing CRM data
quality, we will gather what data you have and
augment the data with key stakeholder interviews
leveraging the QSS interview methodology.

What is the CRM Analyzer deliverable?
The core CRM Analyzer deliverable is a 20-30 page
advisory document that includes:
• Detailed correlation analysis of your analytics
• Explanation of each correlation and how they
relate to performance

• A scorecard of your existing sales process and CRM
data quality
• Customized recommendations that include stepby-step actions you can take to improve revenue
performance

Why QSS?
The science of selling is in our DNA. Our senior advisors will optimize your lead-to-cash sales process. This playbook
will identify the high performance opportunities, filter out low-potential leads and prospects, and drive higher and
more predictable revenue performance.

To find out more about CRM Analyzer:
1 610-644-6315
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